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Introduction   
✓Experimental research in neutrino physics in the last two 

decades have led not only to establishing that neutrinos 

have mass but also to an almost complete determination 

of flavor mixings between the different lepton 

generations. 


✓The missing parts are: 


✓ (i) the Dirac CP phase, 


✓ (ii) neutrino mass hierarchy and 


✓ (iii) a knowledge of whether neutrinos are Majorana or 

Dirac fermions. 



Introduction   
✓Understanding of the lepton mixing angles        has been 

one of the two major driving forces of much of the research 

in this field, the other being to probe the scale of neutrino 

masses.


✓Symmetries have been used as a main tool, motivated by 

the observation that mixing angles             and       

suggesting their possible group theoretical origin.


✓Among the very first symmetries studied for neutrinos is the 

μ-τ exchange symmetry. 



✓One of the simplest symmetries that can predict all the CP 

phases and yet allow CP violation is the symmetry known as 

μτ-reflection symmetry. 

✓Dirac phase is maximal                     . 

✓Majorana phases are trivial.  

✓                   .         

✓                        .   

  symmetry  



✓Our approach is a combination of two very different 

approaches to lepton flavor:


✓  (a) texture-zeros that increase predictivity and relate mixing 

angles with masses and


✓  (b) symmetries that fully or partly determine the mixing 

structure independently of the masses.


✓Specifically, we choose the simplest setting where we 

combine an abelian discrete symmetry with             in a 

consistent but nontrivial way. 


Our approach  



Underlying symmetry  

Given the same number of parameters and observables, there is 
no sharp prediction for the latter if only 


We consider a discrete abelian symmetry,      , and 
simultaneously a  



Underlying symmetry  



Parametrization 

Therefore, the full diagonalizing matrix can be written as 


We can classify the cases  according to the sign of masses or the 
diagonal entries of        as  



Parametrization 



Possible one-zero textures

Planck

Neutrinoless beta double 

decay parameter



Possible one-zero textures



Model
✓ In order to obtain the           symmetric mass matrix with 

vanishing (ee) or (μτ) entries, it is sufficient to introduce 

scalars carrying       charges corresponding to the nonzero 

entries. 


✓Let us introduce SM singlet scalars                labelled by    

their        charges, k ≤ 7. 


If we double the charge, we obtain 



Model

Therefore, the fields                     couple to the appropriate 
quadratic combination giving rise to the                            entries 
of      , respectively. 


If we also introduce the real fields                 , the dimension five 
Weinberg operator will come from the nonrenormalizable 
operators 




Conclusions
✓We have shown by explicit construction a highly predictive 

scenario where the neutrino mass matrix is symmetric by  

μτ-reflection and additionally contains one texture-zero in 

the (ee) or (μτ) entry. 


✓ Finally, the possibility of a neutrino mass matrix with 

symmetry simultaneously with a texture-zero that is enforced 

by symmetry was first shown here and it is only allowed by 

combining in a non-usual way a discrete abelian symmetry 

at least as large as       and          . 



